
Ignatian Sports Reports (Boys)  
Term 2, Week 5 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Basketball 
Blake Ferraro & 

David Rinaldi 
Senior A Def Norwood 114 - 57 

This week we participated in Indigenous round, playing against Norwood Morialta. The game started off 
relatively closely compared to previous weeks, but soon enough the boys were able to gain the upper 
hand, forcing the opposition to turn the ball over, leading to easy fast-break points. By sharing the ball 
around and playing great team basketball, we were able to gain another win in impressive style, 
recording our highest score of the season with 114 points.  
Congratulations to Sean who won the Indigenous Round Medal.  
Best players: Sean, Noah  

Basketball Gomezga Kalua Middle A Def Norwood 97 - 48 

The As have shown improvement each week and this culminated with a 49 point win over Norwood HS. 
Regardless of facing easier competition over the last few weeks, it was good to see the boys string 
together a full 40 minutes and continue to keep pushing regardless of the score. Nice stuff lads.  
Best players: Riley, Jordan, Remy  

Basketball Liam Hennig Middle B Def Norwood 58 - 19 

What an outstanding way to enter the win column. The Bs played a great game this weekend against 
Norwood HS. From the first to the final siren they kept up relentless pressure led by Rudra, but with 
outstanding contributions from everyone. And on the offensive end, we had our most potent outing 
with Tehan at one stage scoring 10 straight points. Very happy to see the boys get their first win after 
lots of hard work through the season so far – let’s keep this momentum going. 
Best players: Ari, Rudra and Tehan 

Basketball Max Busato Middle C Def Norwood 23 - 21 

The Middle C team played a strong four quarters of basketball today, fighting hard to maintain their lead 
over Norwood. It came right down to the line with the game tied up in the last 14 seconds. However, a 
steal and quick passing meant the boys were still in with a chance. Isaiah’s suspenseful lob pass to Riley 
with one second remaining allowed a final shot to win the game. A spectacular effort from the boys 
today all of whom should be extremely proud of their efforts. 

Basketball Kainen Heath Middle 7 Def Unley 44 - 12 
Great bounce back performance from the team, good contributions from all team members. Happy to 
see the team learning week to week and working well together. 
Best players: Karanveer Mann, Adam MacDonald, Mark Cawley 

Football Adrian Rocco First XVIII Def by SHC 2 
8.6 (54) 

13.13 (91) 

We travelled down to Sacred Heart and started well kicking the first 2 goals into a stiff 4 goal breeze. 
Unfortunately, we couldn’t sustain the effort in the second quarter when we were kicking with the wind 
and that cost us the game. With the rain pelting down we fought hard in the third & fourth quarters but 
couldn’t bridge the gap to go down by 5 goals. 
The highlight for us was to see the twin Cronin’s play so well. Isaac kicked 3 goals & assisting in 3 others 
& Eamonn was a powerhouse playing in the midfield. 
Best Players: E Cronin, I Cronin, M Alfred, D Emerson, F Lupoi, O Rice, C Maxwell, C McInnes, S Owen-
Thomas & C Bcharrani 
Goals: I Cronin 3, M Barilla 2, L Whitford, E Cronin & M Obbiettivo 1 each 
Congratulations to Alex Holt who played an outstanding game for the State under 18 team against NSW 
academy team. Alex is setting a standard for other footballers at our school to follow & it is a great effort 
to make the State team as an underaged & we wish him well for the upcoming series of games. 



Football Mr Scott Hennigs Second XVIII Def by SHC 4 
0.1 

24.25 

A tough day for the boys, both with poor conditions and a tough opponent. The boys gave good effort 
but were just unfortunately unable to compete with Sacred Heart’s pressure around the contest and 
pace in the game.  
The boys look to recover over the long weekend, ready for a very even contest in CBC at home the 
following week.  
Best Players: Eli Hinton, John Dwyer, Christian Madrussani, Hugo Porter, Marcus Ottaway, Saxon 
Mickels, Sebastian Rice, Henry Moulds 

Football Sam Armitage Middle A3 Def St Michael's 
8.11.59 
6.3.39 

Amazing team effort throughout the lads played hard by displaying immense effort, skill and strong 
team ethic. The win reflected the hard training ethics and commitment from all of the lads. 
James Evans – two hard fought goals, never stopped trying. 
Reid O'Callaghan – showed great leadership and poise. 
Christian Yew – amazing effort and skill in the half back line – Best on Ground 
 Nick Jefferson – continues to develop as a hard running and gutsy player. 
Max Mcormick – once again played a great game never stopped running and gave 110 percent. 
Ned Lyall – a coach’s dream typifies the level that is required to achieve great results. 
Henry Bauze – went in hard all day never stopped running, tackling and playing hard for his team. 
Nick Bcharrani – the big do get bigger but then there is Nick….. say no more !! 
Highlight: immense pressure and effort throughout played in good spirits and massive thanks to the year 
7s/8s who contributed.  

Football 
Lucas Bradley & 

Will Rice 
Year 7 Def St Paul's 

14.9 93  
2.1 13 

The boys continued their winning ways in a dominant performance over a relatively undersized side in St 
Pauls. Though the scoreboard would not indicate, the first quarter was a well fought contest, particularly 
around the stoppage. Our key position players stood up late in the term and meant that we could apply 
some scoreboard pressure heading into the first break. The boys took it from there and frankly 
dominated all aspects of the game for the final three quarters. Particularly on such a wet and windy 
morning, the boys’ skills were surprisingly silky, as were our overhead marks. Our handball chains were 
also extremely clean throughout the duration of the match and allowed us to break through the lines of 
opposition defenders and feed the ball to our forward line. Overall, a pleasing performance that the 
boys can be proud of heading into the bye round. 

Soccer 
Mr Picca & Mr 

D'Onofrio 
First XI Def by CBC 0 - 3 

The First XI SIC Soccer Boys faced their first defeat of the season on Wednesday evening against a well-
structured CBC outfit. The beginning of the match was very tense and with both sides sharing an even 
spell of chances, it was obvious that this was going to be a tight contest. There were some great 
passages with Atem Ring and Luca Desciscio up forward, and Johnathon De Conno and James Cooksley 
working hard in the middle of the park. Although SIC held a brilliant defence with Joshua Lanzilli leading 
the way throughout most of the first half, Saint Ignatius conceded late to go into the break 1-0 down. 
The start of the second half continued in a similar fashion, but even though SIC came close to equalising 
in the second half, CBC eventually ran out 3-0 winners – putting another 2 goals past Ashton Rinaldo 
through some brilliant passing and play from the back. SIC lost to the better side on the night, and the 
boys now have a few things to reflect on before their next match in 2 weeks’ time.  

 

Ignatian Sports Reports (Girls)  
Term 2, Week 5 

 



Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Badminton Austin Waugh Senior C1 Def OLSH 1 
5-12-137      

1-3-79 

A wonderful way to end the reconciliation round, as an experienced Senior C1 side was able to 
convincingly dispatch a tough OLSH side. Some lovely rallies and adaptation to opposition plays made it 
a simple win.  
Best players: Anh Nguyen 

Badminton Michael Kolisnyk Senior C2 Def  SAC 3 
5-12-167 

   1-4-115 

A great game against the tough Saint Aloysius team this week. It’s good seeing new skills emerge and 
existing ones develop on the court, especially great shot placement and variety.   
Best players: Jayde Jin 

Badminton Tom Sheldon Middle B Def by SDPC 1 
3-6-98 

3-7-118 

All 5 girls played well during their games, learning and improving with each game. They all displayed 
perseverance in every game. Eva played exceptionally well throughout her games as she put all her 
effort into returning every shot and varying her shots, even when she was tired and out of breath. This 
determination led her to win both her doubles and singles.  
Best players: Eva Di Iulio 

Badminton Jenny Huang Middle C2 Def by SIC C3 
1-3-87 

5-15-170 
The girls worked hard despite being on low numbers and having to play extra games. 
Best players: Olivia Rachid 

Badminton 
Jenny Huang 

31/5 
Middle C2 Def by SIC 4 

1-5-129 
5-13-196 

All girls played well and tried their best until the ends of their matches. Most of their scores improved as 
each game was played. 
Best players: Cheryl Nithyanath 

Badminton Josh Winkler Middle C3 Def SIC C2 
5-15-170  

1-3-87 

Well played games, good to see everyone having fun with each other across both teams. Everyone 
played well, as always Ella and Ruby performed extremely strongly at 1 and 2. Ruby played an incredible 
singles match, giving up 6 points total across all sets.  
Best players: Ruby Mcguire 

Badminton Anoushka Toh Middle C4 Def SAC 1 
4-13-188 
2-5-107 

Though missing most of our original players and trying out different No. positions, the team played well 
and showed great teamwork. The 1&2 games were particularly close, and the girls showed great 
resilience in all matches.  
Best players: Steph Priest 

Badminton 
Anoushka Toh  

31/5 
Middle C 4 Def SIC 2 

5-13-196 
1-5-129 

All games were well played and evenly matched. The No.3 players in particular had an especially riveting 
game, reaching up to 23 points in one set. 
Best players: Jessie Wang 

Badminton Erin Goh Middle C5 Def Loreto 2 
5-14-186 

1-3-66 

A great effort from the girls this week with a strong overall performance in teamwork from Janice and 
Reika, and Chloe and Mika in their doubles. Aojin made a strong comeback in her singles, winning her 
final game in a very close match.     
Best players: Aojin Chen 

Badminton Stella Waugh Middle C6 Def SAC 2 
5-13-161        
1-5-129 

Our girls played with fervour & put in good effort today. There were tough points to fight for with some 
experienced opposition players.  We soldiered on to achieve a convincing win. Very proud of our players.   
Best players: Oceana  Fok 

AFLW Mr Mullins Senior A Def by St Michael's 8 - 44 

This week the girls had their first away game at St Michaels. It was an exciting day for all, being 
Indigenous Round. The girls looked great in the Indigenous guernseys and the game begun with an 
exceptional Welcome to Country performed by Captain Annie McKean.  
It was a tough day for the girls with St Michael’s impressive overhead marking and clearance skills 
allowing them to continually move the ball forward. It was fantastic to see that the girls tried their 
hardest all day, tackling hard and adapting to the conditions which impressively saw them win both the 
2nd and 3rd quarters. Highlights include Annabel Kelly’s consistent effort across the entire game and 
Hannah McBain’s ability to catch the opposition on multiple occasions.  
Shoutouts go to Jess Rice for kicking the only goal and youngsters Phoebe Messner, Grace Gunther, 
Imogen Baily and Emily McGann for noticeable improvement.  



The girls will rest up after a huge week of football also noting that they secured two wins in a football 
knockout competition on Monday.  
A huge thank you for Mr Passaniti who stepped in as head coach for the day and congratulations to 
Hannah McBain who was awarded the Indigenous Round Medal for her exceptional skills and efforts all 
day, along with her positive attitude. 

AFLW Mr Grundy Middle A Def by SHC  
0.8 (8) 

3.1 (19) 

On another wet and cold Friday afternoon, and with only 15 players due to injury and unavailability, we 
knew we were facing a big challenge taking on Sacred Heart. From the very beginning, it was clear that 
we had the right mindset. Our tackle pressure was ferocious, we were first to the footy winning several 
free kicks and had the majority of possession in our forward half. As has been an ongoing trait, we just 
struggled to capitalise and put our hard work onto the scoreboard! Sacred Heart kicked a lucky soccer 
goal in the first quarter, and one on the siren at the end, otherwise it was very even for the entire 
contest.  
Lola Hannon-Tan and Amelia Pertini were exceptional, using their strength and physicality to keep 
surging the football forward, as well as lay countless smothers and tackles.  
Lucy Abbott battled hard in the ruck for the entire game without a break, and Grace Pertl and Lily 
Whiteman were back to their consistent best, winning the footy in the contest and helping out in the 
backlines. Our style of football is showing… we just need greater reward for effort on the scoreboard. 

AFLW Ms Sherdian Middle A  Charles Campbell 
1.3 (9) 

12.13 (90) 

A tough match up against an older and stronger Charles Campbell, particularly late when we were 
without a bench. Despite the score line, some really positive signs from the team showing that our 
training is paying off. Highlights included a very strong defensive first quarter from newcomers Lily R and 
Khyara B, with strong support from Isabel, and a dominant ruck performance from Matilda. A lot of 
forward opportunities were created throughout the match and well rewarded with Alice M’s goal. 
Best players: Lily R, Khyara B, Matilda, Isabel 
Goal: Alice M 

Netball Ms Besanko Open A2 Def SHC 2 52 - 30 

Our first win was a result of an impressive performance from start to finish. The team has been working 
hard at training on positioning and using preliminary leads to help work the ball down the court, and 
these skills were on show throughout the game. 
Our defence was again excellent, providing key turnovers from consistent and determined pressure, our 
mid-court worked hard to get into good spaces and use angles to their advantage and our goalies 
converted several long range shots under pressure that really built our momentum. 
This performance demonstrated how capable and talented this group is and should provide confidence 
(and a reminder) that we can continue to compete in the top netball grade. 
Congratulations to Amelia Olech as the winner of the medal for Reconciliation Round 2022. 

Netball Ms Weight Open B2 Def Loreto 2 32 - 11 

An excellent win by the Senior B2 team this week against Loreto! Even with sickness and injury in the 
team, the girls really stood up to take control of the game and all played their roles so well. Danielle and 
Amira were able to close down the space in the defensive third and create many turnovers, keeping 
Loreto’s score to only 11. Meg joined Lucie in the shooting circle this week and proved to be a very 
effective pair! And a big thanks to Georgie O’Dea who joined our very reliable mid court players, 
Immogen and Harriet, as a fill in this week. They opened up the space and transitioned the ball down the 
court so well together, as well as applying plenty of defensive pressure. Well done to all players on such 
a great win! 

Netball Abbie Gordon Open B3 Def MMC 1 17 - 8 

The girls played a solid game of netball, where their level of intensity and defensive pressure was one of 
the highlights of this week’s match. Despite a slow first quarter, the girls were able to find their rhythm, 
continuing to clear the space which allowed them to create strong leads and promote a smooth 
transition down the court. Jess and Grace combined extremely well in defence, enabling them to block 
the MMC shooters out of the ring. The girls continued to take several key intercepts throughout each 
quarter, allowing them to utilise these opportunities and feed the ball into the goal third effectively. 



Despite having one shooter this week, the girls were willing to try new positions and supported one 
another throughout the game. I am extremely proud of the level of determination the girls display each 
week! 

Netball Emma Curnow Open B4 Def Mercedes 3 30 - 12 

An excellent game from the girls in all aspects of the game! The mid court integrated the important 
aspects of training into the set plays proving to be beneficial in a wet environment. Defence did an 
excellent job keeping the shooters out of the circle and minimising their shot at goal. Our shooters have 
started feeling where each other are on the court making transitions easy and goals go in flawlessly. 
Shoutout goes to piper who had numerous touches and intercepts throughout the game which 
continuously went in our favour. All over a fantastic win for the girls and they should all be proud of 
their efforts! 

Netball Antonella Pittaluga Open B5 Def Loreto 3 25 - 17 

Another great win for the girls, starting off strong in defence with Molly and Sarah making great 
turnovers and keeping their shooters out of the circle. The girls in attack played well together, with Jess 
and Annabel working hard to bring the ball down the court, as well as making turnovers to give more 
opportunities for the shooters. Mia played great as shooter, allowing the lead to progress and increase 
throughout the game. Overall, a great game! 

Netball Alyssa Booth Open C7 Def by SIC C8 5 - 15 
In a friendly affair, both teams showed how much they have improved this season. There was a lot of 
good spirit on show and some hugely improved ball work through the court from both teams. Well done 
to all girls for their commitment and positivity. 

Netball Ella Sargeant Open C8 Def SIC C7 15 - 5 
In a friendly affair, both teams showed how much they have improved this season. There was a lot of 
good spirit on show and some hugely improved ball work through the court from both teams. Well done 
to all girls for their commitment and positivity. 

Netball Miss Gue Year 9 B1 Def MMC 1 26 - 14 

Another great game for our B1s! Being down by 1 in the first quarter, we knew it would be a tough 
game. MMC brought the fight and we weren’t ready to back down. The girls worked extremely hard in 
defence to keep MMC to 2 goals in the second quarter! Special shout out to Chloe for stepping up to the 
challenge of GK for the game. Excellent work girls, let’s keep up the hard work! 

Netball Alec Davis Year 9 B2 Def Marryatville 2 33 - 10 

Fighting through the cold weather, Ignatius defeated Marryatville 33-10. With a smaller team than usual 
due to sickness, the girls once again showed their versatility and stamina by pushing through the game 
with 7 players. Applying defensive pressure in every third saw plenty of turnovers, which our attackers 
converted with smart leads and well executed passing. The team is continuing to build towards an 
excellent season. 

Netball Carissa Fedele Year 9 C3 Def Mercedes 3 20 - 9 
The girls played a fantastic game, the score was close in the first quarter but the team kept composed 
and used strategic plays to gain an advantage. The best player of the game is Audrey who demonstrated 
fantastic defending throughout the mid court. 

Netball Lauren Palumbo Year 9 C4 Def SHC 6 16 - 6 

This week saw the girls play against Sacred Heart in their best performance so far. Each week there is 
vast improvement in our attacking movements but our strength still lies in our strong defensive efforts 
and intercepting abilities within the centre third. It was also lovely to see both teams line up and show 
their respect whilst Amelia did the Welcome to Country before the beginning of the game. 

Netball Nerissa O'Brien Year 8  B1 Def Loreto 2 28 - 6 

Fantastic team game with only 7 players once again. Montanna set the tone with a wonderful 
acknowledgment of country to get the team motivated and keen for a first win. Our goal at training was 
to work hard defensively, keep our eyes on the ball and focus on intercepting passes. Our score line 28-6 
showed we achieved this exceptionally well. In attack our movement down the court flowed well and it 
was pleasing to see all players offering and then clearing space. Very pleased with everyone’s 
commitment. 

Netball 
Antonia De Angelis 
& Alyssa De Conno 

Year 8 B2 Def by Gleeson 1 3 - 28 

Thanks again to our fill ins, Charlotte and Jennifer, this week and for stepping up into a leadership role 
on the court. You could see the girls were working hard to put the skills we practised at training into 
their game which is amazing! Leads improved out of site during the game and it was good to see that 
scoring goals energised the girls! The girls are fantastic at working to goals and haven’t failed to not 



meet one yet. We will work more on throw-ins and prelims at training. Bad luck, lets keep hunting for a 
win! 

Netball Caitlin McKeough Year 8 C3 Def by St Michael's 2 - 25 
Another tough game in hard conditions! With 6 players we fought hard and proudly wore the Indigenous 
bibs. Lots to work on after the break however very proud of our Ignatius spirit 

Netball Miss Dundon Year 7 A1 
Drew 
with 

St Michael's 25 - 25 
Bit of a frustrating wet game. Ending up drawing 25 all but after 3 quarter time we were up by 6. The 
conditions were challenging but we need to keep working as a team through the attack elements of our 
game. 

Netball Molly Ingram Year 7 B2 Def by Loreto 2 8 - 23 

The girls came up against a very strong opposition today, but still put up a good fight. Clara and Khyara 
never gave up in defense and managed to get many intercepts and rebounds. In the wet conditions, the 
girls struggled with getting the ball down the court and into the ring. However, they gave their best 
throughout the whole game and improved in the second half. 

Netball Lauren Schell Year 7 B3 Def MMC 1 24 - 16 

We only had 6 players today but you could not tell! The girls played so well, especially in the wet and 
cold conditions. Great pressure led to fantastic intercepts that we really capitalised on. Getting that 
front position under the ring really aided to the girls getting the rebounds and turning it into our goal. 
Selfless passes in our ring and great teamwork skills throughout the court all led to our win. Well done 
girls, great game! 

Netball Olivia Serocki Year 7 C4 Def by Gleeson 1 14 - 29 

Such a great game for the girls today! The score does not reflect how well they played today. 
Unfortunately, Gleeson were able to get away from us in the last quarter. The girls did so well - getting 
in front, leading across the court and putting pressure on the other team. Such a great game, enjoy the 
long weekend next week! 

Soccer Brianna Gotting Middle A Def by Marryatville 1 0 - 1 

The girls had a very tough match this morning and despite the cold and lack of numbers the girls put in a 
valiant effort to keep Marryatville from scoring. The midfield was very strong with both Sophie and Leila 
providing the attack with lots of potential scoring opportunities, Lucile also had many great saves 
throughout the game keeping the score low. Despite the result not going their way the girls should be 
proud of their efforts.  
Best Player: Sophie Szczecinski (Skill) + Dior La Bella (Leadership) 

Soccer 

Victoria Panayaris 
&  

Claudia Teurlings-
Marotti 

Middle C 
Drew 
with 

Kildare 4 - 4 

What an effort by all the team. Initially we struggled to contain a very fast striker from the opposition 
but full credit to all the players through great persistence and team work we managed to go fron 4-1 
down and draw the game. Well done to everyone. 
Goal scorers: Birdie Black, Portia Scalzi, Selina Fanok, Lily Mangion 

 

Ignatian Sports Reports (Mixed)  
Term 2, Week 5 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Squash Mr Murphy Div 3 1 Def SIC YR 10 
4 – 0 

175-81 

The first team for ignatius displayed significant improvement from previous weeks, playing some very 
nice long drives, alongside shorter drop shots and boasts to end the day with a 175-81 win against a 
strong Saint ignatius year 10 side. 

Squash Gerald Freslich Div 3 2 Def Pembroke YR10 
2 – 2 

160-139 

The second team for Saint Ignatius played very well against the Pembroke year 10 side, ultimately 
winning the match on points. The games were tight but many beautiful instances of sportsmanship, 
persistence and grace were displayed by iggies even in games they lost. Overall it was a good collection 



of games to watch. Will O'Callaghan played brilliantly and displayed great Ignatian virtues, ultimately 
being named the MVP of the indigenous round. 

Table Tennis Mr Fazzini Open A2 Def by CBC 7 - 13 

Another tough day at the office for the boys. Once again, they were playing a school’s number 
one team and to the credit of the team, they put on a good show and pushed their opponents 
all the way. Having only seven players did not help as well. Special mention must go to Aidan 
who won his doubles and both singles matches. 

Table Tennis Mr Rossi Open B1 Def by CBC 4 - 7 

Our match against CBC was restricted due to both teams being undermanned as a result of illness. This 

contributed to a very close match with the 2 doubles results being the main difference in the end. 

Emilie Williams continues her wonderful form winning her singles and reverse singles matches and only 
just losing her doubles match pairing with Frank Melito.  
Esther Hopkins also won their reverse single match. 

Table Tennis Mr Borgo Open B2 Def by St Paul's 1 - 14 
The team played positively against a very talented opposition from St Paul’s. With many of the games 

resulting in close results, the boys never gave up and appreciated the talent of their opponents. 

Best Players: Nicholas, Andrea and Daniel. 

Table Tennis Austin Waugh Middle A Def St Peter's 
10 – 10 
22 - 21 

A very tense game, with some very close matches. Many games were forced into the 3rd set, and it was 

down to the wire with every matchup.  

Best Players: Thomas Tabaranza 

Table Tennis Mr Passaniti Middle A2  CBC 4 - 13 

Our first loss for the season but nevertheless some entertaining table tennis played with close matches.  
Once again, due to uneven team numbers, not all rubbers were played.  Special mention this week to 
Aidan and Seniru who filled in for us and were victorious in their doubles and singles matches. Also, 
special mention to Keenan McCormick who once again had to deal with controversy and who showed a 
lot of character to win his singles and reverse singles matches under pressure. Well done to Harry, 
Hayden and Roan who pushed their opponents to three sets in either the singles or reverse singles 
round. 

Table Tennis Mr Kapnistis Middle B1 Def St Paul's 22 - 26 
Some very close games which could have gone either way. Great effort by all players. 

Peter Nguyen, Christian Brooke, Jarad Phang 

Table Tennis Mr Dodson Middle B2 Def by Glenunga 6 - 13 
A sound performance against a strong Glenunga team. Nathaniel and Josh played a good doubles game 
to defeat their opponents. Callan played well to record a close win in his singles game. 

Table Tennis Mr Donato Middle C1 Def St Paul's 11 - 9 

The team played with lots of spirit to take away a narrow win with many matches going to 
three games. We made an excellent start in the doubles combinations and our middle order 
players held strong in singles to give us the advantage. 
Best Players: Aiman Salem, Bede Hansch-Maher and Oliver Gallacher 

Table Tennis Ms N Prior Middle C2 Def Glenunga 18 - 2 

Brilliant result from all students. Only 2 matches dropped. Learning to control own thinking and emotion 
to stay focused on the game. 
All players played extremely well.  Brando, Roshan, Jeevan, Kavisha, Antony and Chanho continue to 
dominate their matches. 

Table Tennis Fr Tanaya SJ Middle D2 Def St Paul's 13 - 6 

The team travelled to St. Paul’s College, and through some hard work, secured another win. The doubles 
faced quite a strong opposition from St. Paul at the start, with all playing 3 sets. The singles, however, 
dominated the games, with some players (Dylan Le, Andy Tu, James Butler and Edward Stafford) not 
dropping a single set. The players have identified particular rooms for further improvement that they 
will address at training. 

Hockey Charlie Roberts Open  PAC 2   

Hockey 
Isaca Fallo & Will 

Mencel 
Middle Def by St Peter's Blue 4 - 0 

Initially slow to find their footing, the team proceeded to get well underway in the second 
half, demonstrating extremely strong defensive structure that allowed the team to not 



concede any goals. The confidence of the team is increasing despite encountering some very 
experienced opposition. Every player showed commendable defensive pressure, always 
looking for second attempts and being ready for fast counter attacks. Players showed good 
initiative in marking their players and taking the ball off the free hits very quickly. This was 
followed by fantastic ball work through midfield generous passing. 
Fantastic work from Ruby, Lilly, Caitlyn, Daniel, and Ned for their hard work despite playing 2 
games in the senior knockout tournament prior to their match.   

 

 


